Abstract. The evaluation of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) is a complex problem and it does not have a single form. Much effort has been spent on suggesting and implementing new architectures of MAS. Often these new architectures are not even compared to any other existing architectures in order to evaluate their relative benefits. The present work focuses on interactions, the most important characteristic of any complex software as autonomous agents according to [25], as a problematic of evaluation. So, in this paper, we describe the assignment of evaluation values to Agents interaction in a specific MAS architecture. This evaluation is based on the weight of the messages brought by an interaction.
Introduction
The use of nowadays technology like notebooks, PDAs and smart phones gave birth to the concept of mobile computing. Mobile computing field had an increasing attention few years ago, as many systems were designed towards this direction and to be contextaware with the aim of optimizing and automating the distribution of their services in the right time and in the right place. There is another concept introduced first by Weiser [24] : pervasive computing, referring to the seamless integration of devices into the users everyday life. It is also named ubiquitous computing, so devices should vanish into the background to focus on the user and his tasks rather than being aware of the computing devices and technical issues.
Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) appear in Computer Science as one important field in the wide range of pervasive computing. An agent is a computational process that has control over its internal state and behaviour. Software agents provide then an ideal mechanism for implementing heterogeneous and complex distributed systems. A multi-agent system can be defined as a network of software agents that work together and share social skills. Multi-agent systems belong to the field of artificial intelligence, which aims to provide principles for building complex systems involving multiple agents and also the necessary mechanisms to coordinate individual behaviour of agents [23] .
Due to advances in communication technologies such as sensor networks and radio frequency identification (RFID), ubiquitous computing is increasingly entering in every aspects of our lifes, opening a world of unprecedented scenarios where users interact with electronic devices embedded in environments that are sensitive to the presence of users [14] . These context-aware MAS combine ubiquitous information, communication, with enhanced personalization, natural interaction and intelligence. The use of this context offers the possibility to tailor a new type of advanced applications. Contextaware MAS should be able to adapt their operations to the current context without explicit user intervention and taking environmental context into account. Particularly when it comes to using mobile devices, as context data may change so rapidly, it is desirable that programs and services react specifically to their current location, time and other environment attributes and adapt their behaviour according to the changing circumstances.
There are several works addressing evaluation in MAS and are characterized i.e., for its architectural style [5] ; for its agent-oriented methodologies based on the software engineering related criteria and characteristics of MAS [15]; [8] or for the complexity of interactions [12] . Due to the distributed nature of agent systems and the complexity of the interaction inside them, their evaluation is a difficult task. According to citewooldridge2001, interactions are the most important characteristic to evaluate in any complex software as autonomous agents.
In this paper, we suggest an assignment of evaluation values to Agents interaction in an specific MAS architecture for providing context services. This evaluation is mainly based on the relevance of the messages content brought by an interaction. For dependant nature of the relevance of the messages, the valuation has to be adhoc, but here we provide an example of how interesting is this alternative in order to evaluate any MAS architecture theoretically.
Other researchers have also focused on interactions-based evaluations. These studies have verified that this kind of evaluation originates different types of problems [12] . Firstly, the effect of an interaction unit (a single message) in an agent system could be equivalent to the definition of n units (messages) in another system. This way, the weight assigned to the same interaction is 1 in the first system and is n in the second. Secondly, the interaction units that are received and cannot be used by an agent could be a bias in the measurement of interaction in MAS.
Our proposal is based on [12] . The first task is to classify the possible received messages into different message types. Then, a weight is associated to a message according to its type. If two messages with the same type produced very different effects on the agent, then this assignment would not provide a correct solution. So we also consider the cost of processing a message and the cost of deciding the corresponding responsive action. They consists in the memorization that needs such message, in terms of change of internal states caused by the received message, and the decision that concerns the choice of the responsive action.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes related work on the evaluation of Multi-Agent systems. In section 3 we briefly describe our agentbased architecture that provides context-aware services. Section 4 explains the evaluation method based on the weight of the information brought by a message. Section 5 presents the application of the evaluation method to our MAS. Finally we draw some conclusions and we suggest some future possible directions of research.
